PROJE C T

Penmaking Basics and
Core Equipment
by Kurt Hertzog

Basic 7mm pen, cherry wood.

The world of penturning on our wood lathes
began back in the mid-1980s. Pen kits appear
to have been pioneered by the folks at Craft
Supplies in the U.K. The late Dale Nish saw a
turned pen kit at a craft fair in 1984 in London,
purchased pen kits from Craft Supplies U.K.,
and began offering pen kits, photo 1, in the
Woodturners Catalog in 1985. With the
availability of these kits, it became possible for
the woodturner to easily create a pen on the
lathe.
Costing about $4 in 1985 dollars, pen kits have
evolved a long way to today’s offerings of far
superior design and quality. There are many kits
available from a myriad of resellers and they’re
now about $2 for a basic 7mm kit.
As with many woodturning projects, a big
attraction is immediate gratification. People just
love being able to start and complete a project
in a short time, often in one trip to the lathe,
producing something usable and personalized
that will last for years and years.
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1 Regardless of the manufacturer/reseller, virtually
every kit pen starts life as a bag of parts that you will
clad, turn, and assemble. Most kits include instruction
sheets. From left, ink cartridge, brass tubes, nib, end
cap, transmission, center band, and clip.

Penturning requires only a few special items,
beyond what the typical woodturner already
has in the workshop. Newcomers to penturning
might begin with several lower-priced 7mm kits.
Their technical simplicity helps you learn the
➮
basics easily and inexpensively.
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2 Pens can be made of any material that you can turn
and glue — woods, plastics, antler, polymer clay, and

metals. Since most pens are carried, weight can be a
consideration.

Kits and materials

Regardless of cost or apparent elegance, kit pens
consist simply of one or more pieces of brass,
clad by the turner with wood or any other latheturnable material (2). The turner fashions wood
parts to shape and dimension, so that the kit
parts can be pressed into the turned tube(s).
There are many types of pen kits available from
the various woodturning retailers, 3, ranging
from the very basic $2 kit through the high-end
exotic designs in the $40-$50 range. Prices are
driven by special design, fancy clips, durable
coatings, and of course production volumes.
With the inner working parts of most kits
being commodity components, vendors make
their offerings unique with their own designs
and custom clips, center bands, and other
adornments.

3 Component designs and quality levels vary from
kit to kit but the fundamental process remains the
same. Pens are assembled and held together by
hard-pressing and gluing the turned parts with kit
contents.

The kit size, 7mm, refers to the hole that needs
to be bored to fit the metal parts of the pen.
Other common sizes are 8, 10, and 11mm, plus a
variety of Imperial sizes.
Creating a pen using a kit is relatively easy, the
turning aspects are simple and straightforward.
You’ll need any size lathe, your favorite cutting
tool, a method to bore a hole, and some
adhesive (4).
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4 To bond the brass tube to the pen body, choose the
glue that best suits the material.
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5 These are the special tools
needed for basic pen turning,
from left: mandrel with
bushings, chamfer tool, pen
mill, and properly sized drill bit.

Penmaking tools

Special tools that make penturning easier and
more accurate, 5, include a drill bit sized to
your kit, a squaring and facing tool called a pen
mill, and an adjustable pen mandrel with the
appropriate bushings for the kit you’ve chosen.
There are ways to prepare and turn pens without
them, but these tools are inexpensive, flexibly
used among pen styles and sizes, and do a good
clean job, 6 and 7. If you’ll only make one pen,
you may be able to devise work-arounds to avoid
the expense, 13. If you envision more pens in
your future, these are very modest expenses
that can be used for the duration of your penturning career.
Current retail price for the drill bit is $3. A 7mm
pen blank facing mill and an adjustable pen
turning mandrel with 7mm bushings cost $17
and $18, respectively. This $40 investment will
allow you to make all 7mm pen kits.
Resellers individualize the kits with different
clips, end caps, center bands, etc., but they
use many commodity core components. To
my knowledge, the tubes, transmissions, and
sometimes nibs and end caps for the lower
priced kits are mass produced by suppliers and
used by most of the kit sellers. Pick the supplier
you favor for their particular kit appearance and
seller reputation.
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6 Proper sized holes with good gluing surfaces, left,
require sensible speeds and feeds. Slower is better than
too fast. Overheating the material or burnishing the
hole, right, will cause inaccurate sizing or poor gluing.
7 Getting the
proper sized
drill, most often
metric sized, will
allow for the
proper amount
of clearance for
adhesive. Too
much space,
left hole, or
too little space,
right, are both
problematic.

➮
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Boring the blank

Use wood for your first forays; wood you already
have is fine to begin with, or buy a wooden
blank if you feel the need. Save the pricier exotic
wood, plastic, special material, and unique
designer pen blanks for the future.
Every pen kit will include an instruction sheet
detailing the tools and equipment needed,
dimensions of the various components, and
listing the manufacturer’s suggested process.
Follow the instructions to successfully complete
your first kit; with experience, you’ll be able to
deviate. Your first task will be to bore the holes
for the brass tubes into your pen blank.

8 Pen bodies are very modest in size and measuring
is easy. The blank needs to be slightly longer than the
tube and large enough in diameter to be turned to the
desired shape. Mark to maintain grain orientation.

Select a piece of straight-grained, dry wood
with the grain running long ways, that is,
running in the direction of the pen tube (8).
This will provide an easily turned and finished
pen without having to fight gnarly endgrain or
crossgrain. Later on, you can create interesting
chatoyant looks by orienting the grain off axis
from parallel.

9 Scuff the brass tubes with coarse sandpaper to
provide a toothed surface for good gluing. The
brass tubes in many modern pen kits are now being
textured by the manufacturer.

Whether you’ve purchased a blank or found a
good piece in your own stock, cut the blank to
be slightly longer than the brass tube(s). You
can measure with a ruler if you wish but it is
quite easy to lay the brass tube next to the wood
and mark the cut point 1/4” (6mm) or so longer,
8. The little bit of extra length simplifies the
drilling process.

Explore!
Click the blue
boxes or scan
the QR codes to
find out more...

F e at u r e

Patrick’s zebrawood pen from
his lesson with Mike Hachey.

A Memoir

Osage orange pen, made
completely on my own!

Bore the correct sized hole per the pen
instructions, holding the workpiece in a vise.
Prepare the brass tubes for gluing by cleaning
and scuffing their surface (9).

BULLETPROOF
Pen Finishes

ENTURNING
RIMER

Patrick Dioguardi

W hat is a pen?

Had I been asked this question
months ago, my answer
would have been
substantially
different than
it is today. I am
in high school, and to any typical high
school student, a pen is simply a means
of transferring thought to paper or of
completing homework assignments.
Although pens are important throughout every day, I had never considered
them significant—why would I when I
find at least ten a day strewn about the
school hallways and can buy a pack of
twenty-five for less than a dollar? If someone had told me then that a pen could be
a work of art, I might have laughed at the
notion: How could something so simple, so
commonly overlooked be so wondrous? It just
so happens that I was recently enlightened as to how a pen truly can be a work
of art. And this is how it happened...

Grandpa’s hobby
For as long as I can remember, I was
aware of my grandpa’s uncommon
hobby of woodturning. When I was
younger, he would often show me
examples of his bowls, tops, and ornaments and I remember being astonished by the elegance of his work. The
uniqueness of every specimen’s wood
variety and grain patterns amazed

(and still amazes) me.
Occasionally, he would
allow my sister and me to
watch him turning a top, which
we would then decorate. He would tell
us that we, too, could one day make
beautiful creations on the lathe. I recall
quite clearly thinking, I will never be
able to make anything that incredible on
my own.
In recent years, I had been feeling
more pressure from my grandpa to take
up the woodturning hobby as well,
because he thought I was ready to learn
the skill. Regrettably, I shrugged off his
kind offers with a, “yeah, maybe later.”
Sometime before summer, though, I
finally decided to let him teach me, and
I am so glad I did. Not only do I enjoy
turning and making marvelous wood
creations, I feel closer to my grandpa,
and it’s great to know I am learning
from one of the best!

First pen
After several lessons on woodturning, my grandpa asked if I would like

to make a pen,
a relatively simple
task, which he thought I
would enjoy and believed would be
within my skill level. At first I was
skeptical for reasons I have previously
explained, but everything my grandpa
made on the lathe turned out magnificent, so I knew I had to give it a
chance. Once again, I’m glad I did.
Although he knew little about
making pens, grandpa has many
friends, one of whom is Mr. Hachey,
who is an experienced pen maker.
Mr. Hachey generously took the time
to demonstrate the correct way to
make a pen. It was wonderful how
he let me make a pen as he explained
the steps to complete it. I had a
grand time creating this pen, and
the excitement I felt as I pressed the
two halves of the zebrawood together
was magical. I couldn’t stop smiling.
Had I really made this? It was simply
wonderful, and I knew I wanted to
make more so I could feel this over
and over again.
As of today, I have made more than
fourteen pens, and with each one I feel
more and more confident at the lathe.
My latest accomplishment was making
a pen from Osage orange, completely
on my own—Grandpa didn’t have to
save me from a catch or turn the wood
down to the exact diameter when I got
too nervous.
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INVITED SYMPOSIUM DEMONSTRATOR
Kurt Hertzog will be featured as one of the invited
demonstrators at AAW’s 2017 International Symposium
in Kansas City, Missouri, where he will cover various
penturning topics. For more, visit woodturner.org.
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hen you think of woodturnings, there are few that live
a life as difficult as a pen’s
life. Artistic forms are viewed and rarely
handled, and functional turnings are
expected to take on a bit of a weathered
look. Pens fall into both categories.
The artistic pen sitting in a stand on
a desk for a few signatures a day has a
cushy life. The workhorse pens wind up
in the bottom of a purse, in the glove
box, bounced around in a drawer, or
just plain manhandled. This doesn’t
include the abuse of opening boxes,
poking into things, or generally using
the pen as a tool in addition to writing.
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Safety
While all three of these materials may
be familiar, don’t become complacent
about safety. Adequate ventilation is

20

Easily made, the 7mm
pen kit is a great entry
into penturning. From
here, you can take things
as far as you like.

1
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The humble 7mm pen
The commonly available 7mm kit is a
great starter. Every reseller has designs
of their own privately labeled for them.
They have several price points based
on plating durability and clip designs.
Cosmetically different, their similarity,
popularity, and low cost make them ideal
for beginning penturners. The kit’s eight
pieces and a turned upper and lower
barrel are assembled to make a finished
pen. Your kit has everything except
the wood (Photo 1), which you can pick
according to your own preference.

Cut and drill the blank
Pick your kit and select a wood pen
blank. Later, you may want to try different materials, but wood is good to
start. Mark and cut your blank into
two pieces slightly longer than the
brass tubes in your pen kit (Photo 3).
You will trim the blanks to final length
later using a pen mill.
Taking care to drill the blanks in the
center of the blank without wandering,
drill a 7mm hole through both halves.
You can drill the two blank pieces in
a drill press (Photo 4), in a vise using

tiny.cc/penprimer
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7mm kit parts

The 7mm kit contains everything you need except the
wood. There are cosmetic differences between vendors
and varying price points.
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any woodturners’ first foray
into turning is making a pen.
Young or old, beginner or experienced, penturning is fast and fun. Here is
a primer on how you can get started.

There are a few accessories needed for
making pens. If you are only going
to make one pen, borrow these items
so you won’t have to make additional
purchases. If you get the bug and continue, you will soon discover there are
many ways to accomplish the workholding, blank facing, and assembly,
but the basics for getting started are
a 7mm drill bit, a pen mandrel with
7mm bushings, and a 7mm pen mill
(Photo 2). With these items, you can
make pens on a lathe of virtually any
size with a single turning tool.

CA adhesive

Considerations
You may think of CA glue as Krazy
Glue®—it has fast curing and wonderful
wicking capabilities. CA adhesive, in
liquid form, is really a plastic that hasn’t
hardened yet. Using it as a finish over
your pen can literally put a plastic shell
over the top to create an extremely protective finish. There are many methods
touted as the one to use when creating
a CA finish. Some spell out mixing in
boiled linseed oil, using a specific brand

M

Special accessories
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Waxes and rub-on finishes will
certainly add a high-gloss, punchup-the-figure finish, but they don’t
protect the pen from typical abuse
over time. Following are three finishes that are easily applied and can
provide exceptional protection, in
addition to making your pen look
great. For the most durable finishes, I
recommend cyanoacrylate (CA) adhesive, lacquer, or epoxy.

a must, as well as eye/face protection
and gloves as needed. Both CA and
epoxy will “exotherm,” or give off heat,
as they cure. Your applicator towels or
brushes need to be placed in an area
where the heat won’t present a fire
hazard while they are still curing. Once
the towels or brushes have cured and
are cold, they are safe to discard. When
spraying lacquer, use plenty of ventilation and, even better, wear the correct
carbon-filter mask. They are readily
available and reasonably priced.

➮
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10 Coat the metal tube with enough glue to spread

11 After the adhesive has cured, the pen blank ends

12 A properly faced pen blank is critical to allow the

13 The disk sander can be used as an alternative to
the pen mill, but without a special fixture to pilot on
the tube, a truly square end is difficult to achieve.

Glue and mill ...

end of the tube just emerges, 12. The pen mill
pilots on the inner diameter of the tube. Both
ends of both tubes need to be milled this way.

over the entire surface as you slide it into the drilled pen
blank. This polyurethane adhesive foams on curing.

finished components to be assembled without gaps.

Coat the tube with the specified adhesive in
sufficient quantity to spread over the entire
surface. Slide the tube into the drilled pen
blank with a twisting motion until the tube is
centered between the ends. Repeat for the other
tube and let the adhesive cure, 10. Far better to
wait too long than to rush before full strength.

...and turn

With the milled blank mounted on the
mandrel, the turning is fast and easy (14 to 19).
The bushings provide the sizing needed to fit
the other parts properly: turn, sand, and finish
to those sizes.

The pen mill, mounted in the drill press, neatly
trims and squares the wood, 11, until the brass
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need to be faced flush and square to the axis of the
brass tube using the pen mill.

➮
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14 The pen mandrel uses bushings to separate the

15 Bushings help size the turned blank ends for
fitting to the metal kit parts.

16 Pens can be turned with almost any tool; one of
the best for the task is a spindle roughing gouge.

17 Turn and sand right to the bushing dimension at

18 Even with the simple 7mm kit, sanding on the

19 Almost any finish can be used on pens. Friction
finishes are fast and easy for starters.

blanks and hold them tightly for turning.

the ends of all of the 7mm pen barrels.

mandrel can create a pleasant flowing shape.
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21 Kit instructions typically include the best assembly

20 With the pen barrels completed, the pen is ready

sequence, using a bench vise or woodworking clamp.
Tape will protect parts from assembly damage.

for final assembly.

Assemble

Assemble per the instructions using a bench
vise or woodworking clamp (20, 21). Voila, a
new pen is created.

Welcome to penmaking

The pen world you’ve opened is filled with
new materials, different designs, unique aftertreatments, and more (22, 23). So try a simple
first pen and you’ll open the door to this
fascinating realm.

22 As your skills progress, you’ll want to branch out

_________
Kurt Hertzog is past president of the American
Association of Woodturners, one of the three
council members of the Pen Makers Guild, and past
chairman of the Rochester Woodworkers Society.
He has had nearly 175 woodturning related articles
published internationally since 2012. An avid
turner in all areas, Kurt is particularly interested
in pens and ornaments. You can see his work and
published articles at kurthertzog.com.

into more complicated designs and different materials.

The AAW has a virtual penturning chapter that is
a Star Chapter. The chapter holds one face-to-face
meeting each year, on Special Interest Night at the
AAW Symposium. For more information on the
chapter, visit principallypens.com.

23 Mariner, by the late Rich Kleinhenz, is an example

of advanced signature penmaking that still uses a few
core kit components to design and make.
❐
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